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Surface tension measurements in freely suspended bubbles of

thermotropic smectic liquid crystals

by RALF STANNARIUS* and CHRISTIANE CRAMER

UniversitaÈ t Leipzig, FakultaÈ t fuÈ r Physik und Geowissenschaften, LinneÂ str. 5,
D-04103 Leipzig, Germany

(Received 10 March 1997; accepted 9 April 1997 )

We present an experimental technique for the in¯ ation of freely suspended ® lms of thermotropic
smectic liquid crystals to macroscopic bubbles. These bubbles have many properties in
common with well known lyotropic soap bubbles, but on the other hand represent a
completely di� erent class of material with di� erent physical properties and new phenomena.
We describe the generation of such smectic bubbles and compare their physical properties
with those of lyotropic soap bubbles. The measurement of inner pressure versus curvature is
used for the determination of surface tensions of the smectic materials.

1. Introduction biphenyl (8CB) was used for investigations of the
SmA phase. The commercial mixture (ZLI 4237-100,Freely suspended ® lms of smectic liquid crystals have

long been known to represent ideal systems for the study E. Merck) of low molecular weight LC was used for the
investigation of the ferroelectric SmC* phase.of highly ordered liquid crystalline (LC) layers. They

can easily be drawn in dimensions up to several square For the generation of the bubbles, we used tapered
glass capillaries with openings of a few millimetres. Acentimetres. Since their ® rst description [1 ± 3], their

static and dynamic properties have been extensively freely suspended ® lm is drawn on the opening at the
tapered end. The opposite end of the glass capillary isstudied experimentally as well as theoretically. These

studies have been basically restricted to planar ® lms, connected to a syringe and a specially designed and
very sensitive pressure gauge ( ® gure 1). The pressurewith a few exceptions. The idea to bend such smectic

® lms by pressure to perform dynamic experiments was gauge consists of a pair of oblique glass pipes, parallel
to each other and connected at their lower ends, ® lled® rst reported by Oswald [4]. The de¯ ection of planar

® lms by acoustic ® elds was studied, e.g. by Pieranski with liquid. It is suitable for pressure di� erence measure-
ments with an accuracy of 1 Pa. In order to protectet al. [5, 6], and Galerne et al. reported bent ® lms on

nematic droplet surfaces [7]. the ® lms from the in¯ uence of convective air ¯ ow, the
system is encapsulated in a transparent box of approxi-If a planar smectic free standing ® lm is exposed to air

pressure from one side, the ® lm surface bends towards mately 8 Ö 8 Ö 8 cm3.
A controlled volume of air is slowly injected into thethe low pressure side to establish an equilibrium between

pressure di� erence and surface tension. In a similar way, closed system by means of the syringe. After relaxation
of the system, the pressure in the bubble is measuredit is possible to in¯ ate the planar ® lm into a bubble, like

soap bubbles from lyotropic material. This analogy has and the ® lm deformation is recorded by means of a
video camera with a HAMAMATSU controller forbeen pointed out already by Pieranski [5]. In this paper

we describe the set-up for the production of smectic contrast enhancement. The images of the generated
bubbles are processed digitally to determine their shapesbubbles, discuss some of their properties observed in the

experiment, particularly di� erences and similarities to and to extract their curvatures. The experiments are
performed at ambient temperature.lyotropic bubbles, and we demonstrate the determination

of the smectic surface tension from the measurement of
inner pressure versus bubble diameter.

3. Results

Figure 2 shows two characteristic images of smectic2. Experimental
bubbles of (a) ZLI 4237-100 in the ferroelectric SmC*Experiments have been performed with two materials.
phase and (b) 8CB in the SmA phase. The experimentsThe standard smectic material 4-n-octyl-4¾ -cyano-
(and the ® gure) show that the deformed ® lm surfaces are
perfectly spherical within experimental error. This can*Author for correspondence.
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372 R. Stannarius and C. Cramer

Figure 1. Experimental set-up for the generation and study of smectic bubbles. The pressure is measured with an oblique capillary
gauge; the radius is obtained photometrically. The bubble is illuminated with di� use white light and observed in transmission
by means of a video enhanced CCD camera.

be expected when the simple standard relation ated su� ciently slowly. Even in the case of nanometer
® lm thickness, the bubbles are stabilized by the layered
® lm structure in the same way as planar ® lms. Anp =

4s

R
(1)

interesting feature is seen in ® gure 2 (a): after fast in¯ ation
of the bubble, a h̀ole’ with a considerably lower ® lmholds between the surface tension s, the pressure
thickness has been created at the bubble surface. Thisdi� erence p and the local radius of curvature R of the
hole consists of a spherical cap of stationary shape withmembrane, which is equivalent to the radius of a
de® nite boundaries and diameter. In some ways this isspherical bubble (we note that the deformed ® lm has
analogous to the holes and islands in planar ® lmstwo surfaces, the inner and the outer, both contributing
described earlier [5]. The hole can ¯ oat freely on theto the surface energy).
bubble surface; due to gravitational forces, the holesStarting with a planar ® lm corresponding to R =2,
move to the bubble top, while islands of excessive layersthe excess of pressure in the capillary is zero. On
¯ ow to the bottom of the bubble in a few seconds.increasing the pressure, the ® lm bends and the curvature
Homogeneous thin membranes are produced as follows:increases as shown in the inset of ® gure 3. A minimum
after rapid in¯ ation, a hole of su� cient size is generated;radius of curvature Rmin and correspondingly a maxi-
then, the bubble is de¯ ated again until the thinned areamum pressure pmax are reached when the bubble dia-
covers the whole sphere uniformly.meter is equal to the capillary mouth diameter, the ® lm

An interesting feature of the spherical bubbles is thethen forming a half sphere. On further in¯ ation, the
direct access to the surface tension by simple geometricalinner pressure decreases again with decreasing curvature
measurements, equation (1). The results of quantitativeof the ® lm as the bubble diameter increases. Figure 3
surface tension measurements are presented in ® guresshows the normalized theoretical inner pressure charac-
4 (a) and 4 (b). The ® gures show the di� erence betweenteristics as a function of the bubble height, measured
the inner and outer pressures of the bubbles versus theirfrom the capillary mouth.
curvature for the smectic A sample of 8CB and for theDuring the in¯ ation, the ® lm surface constantly grows.
smectic C* phase of ZLI 4237 at room temperature,When the bubbles are in¯ ated slowly, the ® lm thickness
respectively. A ® t to equation (1) is shown by the solidremains constant. Material is supplied by a constant
lines. We note that curvature error increases somewhat¯ ow from the excess of material in the smectic LC bulge
for small radii in the vicinity of the capillary mouthat the capillary. We are able to produce stable bubbles
because the bubble shape is reduced there to a half-in this way up to several centimetres in diameter. The
sphere and the radius of curvature is not as exactly® lm thickness is easily controlled by the speed of in¯ a-
measurable as in complete spheres. For large radiition. Thin bubbles consist of only a few molecular layers,
R > rm , in¯ uences of the capillary can be completelywhile bubbles with membrane thickness of several micro-

meters can also be produced when the bubble is gener- neglected and the determination of shape and radius are
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373Surface tension of f ree smectic bubbles

Figure 3. Pressure di� erence, p, between the inner and outer
pressures of a bubble as a function of the bubble height
measured from the capillary opening with radius rm

(theory). Scaled height h ¾ = h/rm and pressure p ¾ =p/pmax =
prm / ( 4s) have been introduced. R is the bubble radius
de® ned by equation (1) in text.

very reliable. The only ® t parameter of the data in
® gures 4 (a) and 4 (b) is the surface tension s; all data
points are in good agreement with the expected pressure
curve within experimental accuracy. The ® t provides
directly the surface tensions of the smectic material,
and we have found s= (26 8́ Ô 0 3́) Ö 10 Õ

3 N m Õ
1 for

ZLI 4237 at 26 8́ ß C and s= (24 0́ Ô 0 3́) Ö 10 Õ
3 N m Õ

1

for 8CB at 26 ß C.
A possible dependence of s upon the membrane

thickness would lead to two e� ects. First, the curvature
would be di� erent for regions of di� erent ® lm thickness;
the bubble geometry itself is a very sensitive measure of
tiny changes in surface tension. In the experiments, we
have not detected any di� erences in curvature within an
experimental error of about 2% between holes and
islands on the same bubble. The second e� ect would be
through a constant growth of the domains of lower
surface tension at the expense of energetically less
favoured regions. Such growth processes however are
very slow and only a qualitative estimate is possible. A
slight decrease of the surface tension for thin regions
might be indicated by the fact that holes grow slowly
(a few percent on the timescale of hours).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Thermotropic smectic bubbles (contrast enhanced
images) of the (a) SmC* phase of ZLI 4237 (T =27 ß C, 4. Discussion and summary
p=29 2́ Pa, 7 3́ mm bubble diameter) and (b) the SmA A basic di� erence between smectic bubbles andphase of 8CB (T =26 ß C, p=25 6́ Pa, 7 5́ mm bubble

lyotropic soap bubbles is their internal structure anddiameter). Note the cap-shaped h̀ole’ in the bubble (a)
stability. The stability of soap ® lms with respect towhich has moved, driven by buoyancy, to the top of

the sphere. membrane ¯ uctuations basically determines their life
time. A comprehensive treatment of the ¯ uctuations in
closed and open membranes has been given by Brochard
[8] and David [9]. The systems considered here belong
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374 R. Stannarius and C. Cramer

to ® lm rupture. The second type of ¯ uctuations, accom-
panied by a continuous ¯ ow and transfer of water within
the layer, makes the lyotropic soap bubbles unstable.
Without special precautions, loss of water may change
the composition of the lyotropic systems and thins the
® lm. In thermotropic smectic bubbles, the ® lm thickness
is given by the number of smectic layers, and the second
type of ¯ uctuations which changes the ® lm thickness
will be negligible. Flow processes can be completely
suppressed when the bubble is in equilibrium, and the
smectic bubble represents a stable structure.

It should be mentioned that although elastic splay
and ¯ exoelectric terms enter the free energy of the
curved smectic layers, in¯ uences of both contributions
on the bubble curvature can be completely neglected in
the observed ® lms. They are orders of magnitude
smaller than contributions of the surface tension and
even that of gravitation. Gravitational forces can lead
to the directed motion of holes and islands on the
® lm. However, their in¯ uence on the bubble shape is
negligible. The pressure acting on the bubble due to its
weight is proportional to the ® lm thickness. A 1 mm ® lm
adds approximately 1 mm of water column (0¯01 Pa) to
the pressure, and thus deformations of the bubble in the
gravitational ® eld are below experimental resolution.

We have to mention here that the surface tension of
liquid crystals is actually not a scalar, but a tensor
quantity [10]. In the experiment, we have not however
detected any indications which require the introduction
of more than a scalar surface tension.

In summary, we propose here a straightforward experi-
ment to measure surface tensions of smectic phases using
a classical technique. We consider our approach more
direct than the various approaches described in the
literature, for example in [5, 11, 12]. The reported sur-
face tension can be compared with results by other
authors obtained by di� erent methods. For example,
Eberhardt and Meyer designed a specially modi® ed
Wilhelmi balance to measure surface tensions [12].Figure 4. Inner excess pressure of (a) SmA 8CB bubbles at
Their 8CB value is slightly larger than ours. In makingT =26 ß C and (b) ferroelectric SmC* bubbles of ZLI 4237

at T =26 8́ ß C. The solid lines are ® tted curves with surface a comparison of both methods, one may conclude that
tensions s=24 0́ Ö 10 Õ

3 N m Õ
1 and s=26 8́Ö 10Õ

3 N mÕ
1, surface tension data obtained in both approaches are of

respectively.
comparable accuracy. The approach of Eberhardt and
Meyer certainly has the advantage of very accurate
current measurements, but the geometry, in particularto open systems, where excess of material at the capillary
at the ® lm edges, is relatively complex and an absolutecan ¯ ow into the ® lm or vice versa.
systematic o� set may in¯ uence the data. In contrast, theThe inner and outer surfaces of the bubble are exposed
geometry of the bubbles is well de® ned, the in¯ uencesto ¯ uctuations. To a ® rst approximation, we can perform
of the glass capillary, in particular at high bubblea harmonic analysis and distinguish between two types
diameters, can be completely neglected and we considerof ¯ uctuationsÐ symmetric (in phase) and antisymmetric
that absolute systematic errors are very small. On theundulations of the opposite membrane surfaces. While
other hand, the pressure measurements at present limitthe ® rst have a minor in¯ uence on the ® lm stability, the

latter lead to critical local thickness changes and ® nally the accuracy of our experimental set-up.
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